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About Us

Established in 1985, we, Mohta Hardware & Mill Store are the Wholesale trader and service provider of Pneumatic Tools, Power Tools and Abrasive Products.

Under the supervision of Mr. C. R. Mohta (Proprietor), our firm is achieving heights of achievement. We also provide various amenities to the patrons to put their demands forward and get them solve timely and as per their requirements.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/mohta-hardware-mill/profile.html
STAINLESS STEEL FINISHING TOOLS

- Zircon Flap Wheel for Burnishing Machine
- Portable Tube Polisher
- Burnishing Machine
- Fillet Weld Grinder
PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Dynabrade 5” Non Vacuum Random Orbital Sander Supreme 56815

Pneumatic Disc Grinder

Pneumatic 2” / 3” Rolloc Disc Sanders

Air Grinder
FLEXIBLE SHAFT GRINDER

Flexible Shaft Grinder Speedo 120 RPM

Flexible Shaft Grinder 5800 RPM

Flexible Shaft Grinder 2800 RPM

Flexible Shaft Grinder
DEBURRING TOOL

Hand Deburring Tools

Wire Brush

ID OD Deburring

Deburring Promo Kit - 1
POWER TOOLS

Hitachi Random Orbital Sander SV13YB

Hitachi 4" Angle Grinder G10SS

Hitachi 355mm High Speed Cut-Off Machine

Hitachi Cordless Impact Driver Drill DV18DL2
COATED ABRASIVE

- Xtra Power Flap Disc
- Coated Abrasive Belts
- Abrasive Grinding Belt
- Flap Abrasive Wheels
BACKUP PAD

Roloc Disc Pad

Velcro Disc Backup Pad

Interface Pad

Electrical Tools Backup Pad
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Straight Die Grinder

Non Woven Velcro Disc
125mm

Pneumatic Angle Grinder

Flexible Shafts
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Maktec 6mm Trimmer
- Portable Tools Abrasive Belt
- Interface Pad
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CONTACT US

Mohta Hardware & Mill Store
Contact Person: Sanjeev Mohta

2A/42, N. I. T., Near Hardware Chowk Opposite Kailash Kumari Grover Dharamshala Faridabad - 121001, Haryana, India

📞 +91-8045353370

🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/mohta-hardware-mill/